
I N S U R A N C E

F I N E  A R T  A N D  J E W E L L E R Y

Many people are unaware of the value of their belongings or are too busy to consider whether 
their current insurance policies are fit for purpose. Fine art and jewellery are often included 
in a general household contents policy but when it comes to particularly valuable items, 
separate insurance may  be required.

Whether you are an avid art collector, have inherited valuable family jewellery or simply own 
for pleasure or investment, the team of specialist insurance brokers at SPF Private Clients will 
make sure your jewellery and art is valued correctly and insured adequately. 

Underinsurance can be a problem, particularly with the fluctuations in the price of precious 
metals and gems or if an item has been in the family for years, so we can also assist with 
valuations.  We work with trusted third-party providers to deliver valuations for single items, 
collections and full contents inventory.

• Fine art - SPF Private Clients can arrange comprehensive worldwide cover on an ‘all risks’ 
basis, even during transit. Bespoke cover options are available to meet your needs –
agreed value, market value, restoration / theft recovery or first loss options. Full theft 
cover and depreciation or defective title cover are also available.

• Jewellery - Policies can be tailored to fit your lifestyle so you can enjoy your jewellery, 
rather than keep it locked away in a safe all the time. Precious jewels can be protected 
anywhere you choose to travel but we also make sure you don’t pay too much for cover 
for jewellery you don’t wear regularly or keep in a safe.

Crucially, these insurance policies enable clients to choose where their fine art or jewellery is 
repaired or replaced, depending on your preference.

We work with a panel of leading insurance providers to ensure we find the most competitive 
and comprehensive insurance for our clients, taking the stress out of finding the right cover.

For more information on insuring your fine art and jewellery, please contact:

SPF Insurance Services 
T:  +44 (0)333 222 6689 
E:  insurance@spf.co.uk 
W:  spf.co.uk

SPF Private Clients Limited is authorised and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority (FCA). 


